**MOTION CONTROL**
- Banner Engineering: Photoelectric, ultrasonic, fiber optic, wireless devices
- Bonomi: Ball valves, butterfly valves, pneumatic & electric actuators
- BST Linear Motion: Linear guides, bearings and shafting
- Del-Tron: Slides, positioning stages, cross roller tables
- Encoder Products Company: Incremental & absolute encoders
- Nabtesco: Cycloidal design gearboxes and moly white grease
- Pacific Bearing: Linear guides and bearings
- Rockford Ball Screw: Ball screws, acme screws and bearing mounts
- Winsmith: 90 degree, inline planetary and worm gear reducers

**PNEUMATICS**
- Anver: Vacuum cups, fixtures and assemblies
- Canfield Connectors: Electrical connectors (DIN) and timers for solenoid valves
- NoShok: Pressure and vacuum gauges, switches, transmitters, transducers, valves, seals
- Rotomation: Pneumatic indexers, steppers & rotary actuators
- SMC: Actuators and Cylinders - valves, compact, linear & rotary, grippers, shock absorbers, rod aligners

**MACHINE VISION**
- Advanced Illumination: LED lighting for Machine Vision Systems and imaging
- CCS America: LED lighting for Machine Vision Systems and imaging
- Datalogic: Vision Sensors, Smart Cameras and Multicamera Vision Systems
- Smart Vision Lights: LED lighting for Machine Vision Systems and imaging

**ROBOTS**
- Denso Robotics: 6 axis articulated and 4 axis SCARA assembly robots
- MagSwitch: Lifting magnets, pneumatic, electric & hand held operation
- Yaskawa: 4, 6 & 7 axis, delta, and collaborative 6 axis industrial robots
- Zimmer Group: Robot accessories, grippers and vacuum components

**SENSING I/O**
- Lumberg Automation: Industrial networking connectors & cables